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Summary

It should be a concise text summarizing the content of the article in the following order: objective, methodology, results and conclusions reached. Everything should be written in one single paragraph with a maximum of 120 words. Replace these characters for the content of your article. Replace these characters by the content of your article. Replace these characters for the content of your article. Replace these characters by the content of your article. Replace these characters for the content of your article. Replace these characters by the content of your article. Replace these characters for the content of your article. Replace these characters by the content of your article. Replace these characters for the content of your article. Replace these characters by the content of your article.

Keywords: Different to the title, separated by commas, relevant, ordered.

Abstract

Id vel sensibus honestatis omittantur, vel cu nobis commune patrioque. In accusata definiebas qui, id tale malorum dolorem sed, solum clita phaedrum ne his. Eos mutat ullam forensibus ex, wisi perfecto urbanitas cu eam, no vis dicunt impetus. Assum novum in pri, vix an suavitate moderatius, id has reformidans referrentur. Elit inciderint omittantur duo ut, dicit democritum signiferumque eu est, ad suscipit delectus mandamus duo. An harum equidem maiestatis nec. At has veri feugait placerat, in semper offendit praesent his. Omnium impetus facilis sed at, ex viris tincidunt ius. Unum eirmod dignissim id quo. Sit te atomorum
quaerendum neglegentur, his primis tamquam et. Eu quo quot veri alienum, ea eos nullam luptatum accusamus. Ea mel causae phaedrum reprimique, at vidisse dolores occurreret nam.

**Key words:** Key word, key word, key word, key word, key word.

This first section corresponds to the introduction of the article. The word "Introduction" is not explicitly stated. This section includes the following information, as the paragraphs progress: topic and the problem addressed; justification of the study; theoretical reference and found antecedents; objectives (without using bullet points or subtitle Objectives); organization of the content of this article. If the theoretical reference is very large, it may be in a section with subtitle. Present and appointments:

Quotations exceeding 40 words are presented in separate paragraphs and indentation of 1 cm should be applied. Identical font and line spacing should be preserved and quotation marks omitted. The author should be always identified, year and page citation at the end of it, or, to announce in the previous paragraph (First name of the author, year, p. 22).

The cited quotation should be always commented and there should not be presented two consecutive quotes. The maximum length of a quotation should not exceed 5 lines; in this case, use quotation paraphrases or divide it into several parts, in order to comment on each of them. Less than 40 words quotations are presented: "immediately in the following line, in double quotation marks, retaining the same typography, the surname of the author, year and page in which the work is cited "(First name, author, year, p. 10). When there is not paging, the paragraph number should be indicated with the abbreviation "parr." Only if it cites a general idea of a complete work, it is not necessary to indicate the page number.
Undated documents should not be cited and avoid secondhand quotations; however, cite the original sources

**Methodology**

This second section corresponds to the methodology used in the study presented by the article. The minimum information to be included in paragraphs is as follows: characterization of the study; description of the materials used; description of the methods used.

Replace these characters by the content of your article. Replace these characters by the content of your article. Replace these characters by the content of your article. Replace these characters by the content of your article. Replace these characters by the content of your article. Replace these characters by the content of your article.

**Results**

In this section, we present the results of your work. If you need to present them in tables, charts, grids, matrices, etc., explicitly announce the scheme through the generic word "Table", followed by a consecutive numeral (Table 1). The word "Table" is capitalized and not a colon (:) between it and the numeral are used. At the foot of the table, mention the source of reference, in parentheses. If it is your own elaboration, do not include parentheses or explain that this is an elaboration itself (it is understood). Use Times New 10 with bold only in the word "Table" and the consecutive number:
Ajustar la tabla a los márgenes de la página. No utilizar mayúsculas sostenidas. Alinear a la izquierda y centrar el encabezado. Utilizar negrita solo para el encabezado y los títulos de las columnas. No utilizar filetes (líneas) verticales y restringir los horizontales, como se muestra. No utilizar colores de fondo ni prediseñados. Si la tabla se insertará desde otro documento, nunca pegarla como imagen, porque su resolución no es suficiente para imprenta.

Adjust the table to the margins of the page. Do not use all in capital letters. Align to the Left and center the headline. Use bold only for the headline and column headings. Do not use rules (lines) vertical and horizontal restrict, as shown. Do not use background colors or predesigned. If the table is inserted from another document, never paste it as an image, because its resolution is not sufficient for printing.

**Caption section**

The second level subtitles appear indented to the left and in bold. Replace these characters for the content of your article. Replace these characters for the content of your article. Replace these characters for the content of your article.

If you include drawings, maps, photographs, images, renderings, etc., always announce them in the previous paragraph. Use the generic word "Figure" in all cases and capitalized, with consecutive number and without colon (:). At the bottom of the Figure, mention the source of reference, in parentheses. If it is your own elaboration, do not include
parentheses or explain that this is an elaboration itself (it is understood). Use Times New 10 with bold only in the word "Figure" and the consecutive number:

Figure 1. Title (author’s last name, year, p.30)

The included images must have enough resolution for quality printing and be fully legible on the page, zoom display 100%. Do not exceed the margins of the page or use frames or designs added to the figure. When you paste images from an external source, adjust the location with the "up and down" from the text (Format menu, adjust text).

Caption subtitle

Third-level Subtitles are presented indented to the left, in italic, and bold.

Caption subtitle

Fourth level subtitles appear indented to the left and in italics. Use bullet points instead fifth level subtitle. The bullet points are presented as follows:

• Margin: indented to the left.

• Spelling: initial uppercase, lowercase after a colon (:) and end point.

Replace these characters for the content of your article. Replace these characters for the content of your article. Replace these characters for the content of your article. Replace these characters for the content of your article.
Conclusions

This section corresponds to the end of the article. You can include the "Discussion" of the results, or present it independently. In the content may appear the following dimensions: interpretation of the results; implications and applications of the interpretations, recommendations, suggestions and projections.

Replace these characters for the content of your article. Replace these characters for the content of your article. Replace these characters for the content of your article. Replace these characters for the content of your article.

Replace these characters for the content of your article. Replace these characters for the content of your article. Replace these characters for the content of your article. Replace these characters for the content of your article. Replace these characters for the content of your article. Replace these characters for the content of your article. Replace these characters for the content of your article.
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